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Judge Rejects Motion
For Civil Suit Disntissal
Manuel Franco

Gardner alleges that he was then
harassed and eventually fired Sept,
District Court Judge Gerald D. 17, 1980 becaUsl.! he WflS a
Fowlie this week rejected a motion recovering alcoholic. He was also
by the University of New Mexico to denied
unemployment
dismiss a civil suit filed against it by compensation.
The New Mexico Employment
a man who claims he was
discriminatorily fired three years Security Commission and the
Human Rights Commission of New
. ago.
Me~ico have ruled that Gardner
The decision allows the civil suit,
filed by James Watt Gardner, to go was discriminated against when he
was fired.
to trial. No trial date has been set.
The commission is currently
Gardner was once chief technical seeking to ~ave the parties work out
editor for the New Mexico their differences out of court.
Engineering Research Institute on
The University's Affirmative
Kirtl~nd Air Force Base.
Action committee concluded that
He said he was asked to take a Gardner was not discriminated
demotion or be fired Oct. 31, 1979, against. Affirmative Action
two days after telling NMERI Director Bernie Sanchez is a
Operations Manager Carl Weis that defendant in Gardner's suit.
he .was under treatment for
Gardner's suit asks for $650,000,
alcoholism.
court costs and attorney fees.
Members of the Popejoy Hell Stage Crew work on moving 11 background flat Thursday. They are
preparing for this weekend's Albuquerque Opt1111 Theatre production ofThe Mikado,;, GilbBrtond
Suiivan musical comt1dy with 11 JapanBSfl setting.

ASUNM Senator Fined
Cathy Renfro

NM Recurriri.g General Revenues
In. Line \Vith Fiscal Year .Estimates

.
ASUNM Sen. Vince Baca was

found guilty Thursday of
"fradulently deceiving voters" by a
3M2 vo.te of the ASUNM SllfQ_I.mt
Court.

The court fined Baca $100 to be
subtracted from his $500 campaign
Other revenue totals for the spending limit f()r the upcoming
. following categories through ASUNM elections but did not
invalidate his candidacy for
January are:
ASUNM president, vice president
-License fees: $4.2 million, a 12.1 and senator.
percent increase.
"Baca is allowed to run because
-Interest earnings: $130.6 million, of the way the prosecution
a 69.4 percent increase.
(ASUNM Election Commission)
- Rents and royalties: $152.1 presented its case", Justice Paul
·
.
Yarbrough said:
million, up 62.5 percent.

SANTA FE (UPI) -Recurring
So far this year, general and
General Fund revenues through selective sales taxes have brought
January totaled $653.4 million and the state $228.2 million, she said.
are in line with estimates for the As expected, gross receipts tax
1
entire fiscal year, State Finance revenues have declined due to a
Director Kay Marr said in her reduction in that state's share of
monthly report to the governor.
. that category.
Such revenues amounted to $73.8
Although . the state's portion of
million in January, bringing the the gross receipts tax was ·reduced
seven-month total to more than by the 19111 Legislatute, it i!; still the
$650 million, Marr told Oov. Bruce · biggest moneymaker in the General
King in her report issued earlier this Fund. For the first seven months of - Miscellaneous receipts: $10.5
week.
the fiscal year, the state has million, up4.• 2 percent.
Total General Fund revenues for collected $194.8 million in such
~·this is attributable to a
the entire fiscal year - which runs taxes, a 2 percent decline compared
combination of higher interest rates
from July I, 1982 to June 30, 1983 to the same period a yeat ago.
Personal income tax collections and aggressive and \Yell-timed
- is estimated to be $1.1 billion,
investment strategies on the part of
she said.
are also down, Marr said, again due the state Treasurer's Office," Marr
Dividing the billion-dollar ·plus to reductions in that category by the
estimate by 12 brings a monthly, 1981 Legislature. Net collections in said.
average of $91.7 .million in General the income tax categorY so far this
Fund · revenues for the state. The year amount to 52.5 million, she
actual average for the first seven
months is $93.3 million, slightly said, which is in lir;e with the total
greater than the 12-montli average projection of$74.9million.
based on projected receipts.
Sevenince tax collections are. up · Ri~hard L. Drinon Jr.
January's $73.8 million total is 30.8 percent compared to last year,
below both averages, but that and total $75.4 million through . ••sin is an arehery term: it means
missing the bull's eye," said Rod
apparently does not represent a January, Marr said.
"We anticipate the effects of the Akins, president of . Campus
problem for the state's ptojections.
the February report will include current world oil situation to slow Crusade for Christ at the University
post-session adjustments to the the revenue increases in this area of New Mexico. ·
·
"'"
revenue
estimates
and
a for the remainder of the year, and:
Akins, 23, said that theCampus
comprehensive . summary of expect to meet our. projected t;rusade focUses on uthat gap
legislative action affeeting finances, revenue increase of 18.2 percent/' between sinful man and Holy God
Mart said.
she said.
that Christ came to bridge.''
The ministry goes about bridging
D·
0·
that gap with a plan that brings
individuals to Christianity, and at
'the same time helps the Campus
Ctusadetomultiplyinnumbers.
_
The three aspects of this plan
"boundary
conditions
for
include
leading people to salvation
Ptofessots from the 'Univ.ersity of
suppre$sing
rapidly
moving
in
Christ
by faith, increasing the
New Mexico and the University of
in
hyperblic
systems."
faith
of
those
believers and then
components
Wisconsin will .· .. present. math
sending them out to convert and
colloquia at UNM Tuesday and
The Thursday discussion will. be strengthen others in the faith.
Thursday.
. . . . . · by UNM's Stahly Steh1berg. His
Both presentations will begin at topics will be. na lnew' solution
Since the Campus Crusade for
3:30 p.m. in . room 428. of the method for nonlinear ordinary Christ was started inl952 by Dr.
Humanities Building. Coffee and differential equations."
Bill Bright and his wife Vonnette,
full-time . staff me~bersltip has
doughnuts will be served at 3 p.m.
The colloquia. ate sponsored by grown to 1s,ooo internationally.
• in the adjacent lounge.
Or. Robert · L. Rigdon of the UNM Department of . From its beginnings on the
. Wisconsin will speak Tuesday on Ma!~~tp~Of~ ~!'~.SJ;tti~tjc;s,. , . , .... University of California at r..os

s

.N
.. ·..M·
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Elections Commission Chairman
Elven Romero told the court the
commission had ruled that flyers
bearing Baca's face and Senate
office hours was campaign
material.
Romero said Baca's flyers were
also in violation .of ASUNM law

prohibiting campaigning before the
March 11 candidates meetin~.
The flyers were not approved by
the commission, he said.
"We look"at the ballgame as a
whole," Romero said. "We feel we
know what he is up to."
But the commission failed to
properly define campaign material,
the court said, and it required the
'commission to determine criteria to
be used in the future.
"I do not feel 1 am deceiving
people" Baca said. ''People are
going to vote for who they will vote
for."
Yarbrough said he questioned
Baca's motives because the flyers
were distributed two weeks after
Baca announced his candidacy.
"It's just another form of
advertising that I do because of two
projects I am working on now,"
Baca said, "and 1 need student
help.'''
Romero said he feels the
commission totally disagrees with
the court's decision.

Canipus Crusade 'Bridges the Gap'

.·s···n P.·r. f.e· ss·o·.r.s·· .

Angeles campus, the ministry has
spread to ISO locations worldwide.
Campus Crusade has other related
ministries stich as Athletes ln Acton
. and high school and military
ministries.
Among the goals of the Campus
Crusade is clearing up the
misconceptions about what a
Ctldstian is and what Christianity
is.
One misconception is ;•a lot of
people think a Christian is someone

who goes to church, is born in
America or lives a good life.''
Akins said. "The Bible specifically
tells us that all have sinned and fall
short of perfection. A Christian is
someone who believes in Christ and
re~eives him as saviot. ;;
Akins said this belief.in salvation
by faith has grown in America iri
the last decade but "we need a lot
more people who are committed to
showing Christianity as a way of
continued on /JIIgtJ 3

To Present Math Colloq···uia.
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Observatory Invites P~blic
The University of New
Mexieo campus observatory will
be open to the public today from
7 to9p.m.
The observatory's telescopes

will be focused on the moon, the

Orion nebula and an open star
duster called Messier 46.
The observatory is locited one
block north of Lomas on Yale.
Admission is ftee and children
urtdet 12 must accompanied by
an adult.
·
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Senator-Denies Unethical Involvement in Abscam
WASHINGTON
Sen.
Harrison Williams, ready to accept
the Senate's verdict but defending
himself furiously against "e1il
schemes" by aberrant Abscam
inwstigators, denied Thursdar
having ;;lone anything unethical or
immoraL
Williams could become the tirst
senator expelled since the Civil War

Williams rook the floor at the
opening of the Senate's second day
of deliberations to lay the
foundations of his defense - that
he was the victim of a conscious
FBI plan to entrap public officials.
Assistant Democratic leader Alan

Cranston of California was ready two-thirds vote needed to expel a ·would not predict whether there are
to offer a substitute censure senator.
the 67 votes needed to expel
resoll]tion to replace the Ethics
Williams, 62, was convicted in Williams.
Committee expulsion move, which federal court of conspiracy and
charged Williams with conduct that bribery charges, but technically the
was "ethically repugnant and tends Senate trial does not involve his
to bring the Senate into dishonor guilt or innocence on the criminal
and disrepute."
counts.
Senate
Republican
leader
A censure motion requires only Howard Baker of Tennessee said
majority approval instead of the the censure move would fail, but
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drivers, a cause of up to half of all
traffic accidents.
"One of the detinitions
controlled drinking is keeping your
blood alcohol below .08, which is
the legal definition of drunk
driving," Miller said. His therapy
includes training in recognizing
biological cues to blood alcohol
concentration,
Research
has
provided
"common-sense criteria to pick
those people who need abstinence,
not controlled drinking," Mille!
told the symposium audience,
People with liver damage,
psychosis or prior faj]ure with
controlled drinking, among other
things, should be trained for
abstinence. "If the person is

ot

currently abstaining and doing
pret~y wen, there's no reason to try
moderation.
''Advanced alcoholics are not
attracted to a controlled-drinking
program," he said.
On the other hand, controlled
drinking is especially effective for
early-stage. drinkers who have nol
developed physical dependence on
alcohol, for those with less severe
symptoms of problem drinking and
for those with fewer alcohol-related
problems," Miller said.
''Those with the most severe
drinking problems are most likely
to become abstainers. The less
severe the drinking problem, the
more likely it is that you can learn
to be a controlled drinker and stay
that way."

'11111111111111111111
With a splash of · water, creatures
awaken from their cryptobiotic
repose.
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UNM Offers
Scholarships
The
European
Studies
Committee at the University of
New Mexico has $1000 available for
scholarships to one or more
.•~tudcnts.
The scholarships are available to
undergraduate students now
enrolled or planning to enroll in the
European Studies minor at UNM.

.

~

&~

Students can apply for grants of
up to $1000 with a detailed
statement of project intent. The
scholarships can be· used this
summer or fall for· study in the
United States or abroad.

You ·Loved It
The Last Two Weeks, So Let's Do It Again

continued from Pll9tl 1
life."
"That Christians don't have fun
is another misconception," he said.
"Christianity is an abundant life
because you know who you are and
that you have a direction and
purpose in life, and an answer to
that age old question, 'Why are we
here?' We are here to glorify God."

llalu•s lo

JENSEN
PIONEER

- Timing and reducing the rate of
consumpiion.
- Learning to recognize cues to
blood alcohol concentre.tion.
- Analyzing events and emotions
that trigger drinking.
- Developing alternative coping
strategies.
In a UNM study of 82 problem
drinkers, 67 percent were found to
be significantly improved a full two
years after treatment and no longer
showed symptoms of alcohol
dependence. Of the 82, 12 were
abstaining from alcohol, 30 were
controlled drinkers and 13 were
drinking less than b~foretreatment
These success rates are fairly
consistent with other controlleddrinking studies, Miller said at the
UNM symposium. The 60 to 70
percent success rate is typical. ''The
best rate we ever achieved was in
the group-therapy portion of one
study, where 90 percent were found
to be abstaining, controlled or
improved" two years after
treatment.
In addition, people in controlleddrinking therapy typically show
improvement in other life
problems, like ·insomnia, marital
stress and depression, that
contribute to alcohol abuse, Miller
said.
Controlled drinking also has
been effective in treating drunk

-Crusade-

10
Pa raw&

Since he came to UNM in 1976,
Miller, now an associate professor
with four books to his credit, has
been treating problem drinkers and
comparing treatm.ent methods.
"All of us have found the same
60 percent to 70 percent success
rate'' in 21 controlled-drinking
studies conducted in the United
States and elsewhere during the past
decade, Miller said. "All in all, the
re.search
has
been
very
conservative. It has been controll~d
and checked more carefully than
most studies."
For example, Miller has used as
control groups problem drinkers
who respond to · his calls for
research subjects but received no
treatment in the project's early
stages. Despite their demonstrated
motivation, these people show no
improvement during the waiting
period, only after treatment begins.
Controlled drinking is defined as
"using alcohol. in a fashion that
doesn't cause problems," Miller
said. "The evidence is anyone
drinking more than three drinks a
day is incurring significant health
risks, and some people can drink
less that this and still have
problems.''
Elements of controlled-drinking
training include:
Keeping records of alcohol
consumption.

Applications arc available at the
Office of International Programs
and Services, n11 Roma NE. The
deadline for application is March
31.

St•rting liCis ••
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C.. EDJTO"S DEMAND CASH!
Ctsn, Cer11lied cl'l&cks
o; Banke.aras only.

MUST BE SACRIFICED AT PUBLIC AUCTIO
TO MEET CREDITOR'S DEMANDS!!!

Carrie Nation was partly right,
says a University of New Mexico
professor who has been studying
problem drinkers for 11 years.
Nation dramatized her campaign
to outlaw alcohol by taking a
hatchet to saloon doors.
Dr. William R. MillerofUNM's
psychology department agrees some
people should be teetotalers. But he
also believes.moder~te or controlled.
drinking is an effective treatment
for some problem drinkers,
About 9 percent of American
adults drink too much and inflict
physical, emotional and financial
problems on themselves and their
families, Some of these 14 million
to 15 million people should give up
drinking - become abstainers in
the Alcoholics Anonymous mold but others can be helped to reduce
their drinking to problem-free
levels, Miller has found.
The term controlled drinldng was
coined in 1968 by researchers who
questioned the widespread view
that all problem drinking is an
irreversible disease that affects
everyone the same way and can be
treated only by abstinence.
"Insistence on total and lifelong
abstinence may drive some people
out of treatment," Miller said at a
recent UNM campus symposium.
"No single treatment approach is
going to be effective with all
problem drinkers."

CarlosM. Morales
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Therapy of Controlled Drinking Brings Success

by United Press International

and said he will accept whatever
fate the Senate chooses to deliver.

3, New Mexico Daily Lobo, March 5,
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The Campus Crusade is studentled and staff•directed.
The staff director at the ONM is
Allen Hendrickson, Who has been
on staff for nine years. Akins, who
is a senior studying biology at
ONM, is the Campus Crusade
student president.
Campus Crusade sponsors
activities that arc focused on the
student body but are open to the
public.
A "Paragon Experience" is
being planned for later in the spring
semester.
This show is "thousands of slides
put to music, . a multi-media
presentation," said Akins. "It's
entitled, 'How's Your Love Life?'"
The ONM Campus Crusade has a
regular attendance of 100 to 130
people at its meetings, said Akins.
They meet on Thursday from 7 to 9
p.m. in room 201 .of the Basic
Science Medical Building.
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Tal Es La Vida

by John E. Ames, Department of English

It seems to me that the Lobo has been rather
negatively slanted of late.
Personally, I suspect that a woman .is at th.;> helm
over there in Marron Hall. Thl'lt would explain l'llsothe
consistently neat and attractive page layouts. But one
has to wonder about some of the recent articles anq
the people who wrote them: all this doomsqay, neoOrwellian rhetoric apropos of nuclear wars, the draft,
and supposed repression down in our colorful little
banana republics - do these querulous sob sisters
even know their basic facts?
A newspaper's primary function is to inform. Bu.t
the Lobo is tao busy engaging in pessimistic platitudes
to remember primary functions. It is true that, in the
worst possible scenario, 130 million Americans will die
when the big birds from Kiev come in, with some 32
million more injured. But statistics in themselves are
meaningless.
·
As a New York reporter named Ed Zuckerman more
reasonably reminds us in the March Esquire; "The
remaining 61 million healthy survivors can rebuild the
country and Jive long, productive lives if they use
common sense and follow government guidelines."
Has the Lobo bothered to inform its readers, for
example, of U.S, Executive Order 11490? Signed Into
effect by President Nixon in 1969, this far-reaching,
comprehensive order is the guarantee that spells out in
perfectly clear prose just exactly how our nation will
survive the (limited) nuclear war which is coming.
As Zuckerman's article notes:
• Following a nuclear attack on the United States, the
U.S. Postal Service will distribute Emergency Change
of Address Cards. {POD Form 809, postage free).
'The National Defense Stockpile of Strategic and
Critical Materials includes 71 ,000 pounds of opium
which will be used to ease the discomforts of
radioactive fallout.
•Plans for improvising a hasty fallout shelter at home,
at your place of work, or even under your car are
available right now (but not later, remember! from the
Federal Emergency Management Agency,
*"Sanitary aspects of disposal of the dead" are also
outlined in Executive Order 11490. If conditions
permit, "mechanically dug, continuous trenches offer
the best solution to the burial problem." In the event
that wide trenches cannot be dug, "bodies can be
placed head to foot instead of side by side."
Zuckerman's Esquire piece is encouragingly replete
with positive, useful bits of information such as the

above . Since reading it to my students here at UNM,
their stress level.s have decreased significantly. But the
Lobo is too busy exploiting squeamishness.
On the subject of fear, however, a tar wiser man
than I has already said it: we have nothing to fear but
fear itself. First of all, remember that in most real
emergencies the human body (all on its own, mind
you) will manufacture plenty of extra adrenaline.
s.urely you've heard of the woman wlio, unassisted,
p1cked up a truck that had rolled onto her baby?
Just so, we Americans can and will survive the
(limited) nuclear cloud when it "rolls over" us. True,
after the woman picked up the truck, she didn't like
what she found. But ignoring quibbles, we can use her
inspiring act of heroism as an apt symbol for what we
as a nation can and will do after th!l (limited) war.
We may be smashed, but we will not be shattered.
"Destroyed, but not defeated," in the memorable
words of America's own Hemingway. And who could
deny the irrefutable truth of William Faulkner's 19!;0
Nobel Prize Acceptance speech, Man Will PrevaJ7:
"Man must teach himself that the basest of all things
is to be afraid . , . J decline to accept the end of

by Garry Trudeau
IV/fllTMAr.£5
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man."
Whom are we to trust in, then: two immortal
American writers or a small but vociferous, local clique
of churlish academics - academics whose letters to
the Lobo will be forgotten long before their Volvos
have rusted out.
Please don't misunderstand: I would never want to
go on record as having said that I do not have some
serious reservations about this upcoming (limited)
nuclear war. Anyone who is essentially decent,
anyone with a normal respect for property could not
condone such a messy debacle as this Next One will
surely be. As an American Pragmatist, I've always
supported the neutron bomb.
But we must take the world as we find it. This Next
One is going to demonstrate just who among us has
that special mettle, that Indefinable 'something' - the
cojones, if you will - to not merely survive, but to
prevail.
Look at it as a sort of terrestial chemical settling
process. After the searing flash, all the useless sludge,
all the sediment, will fall to the bottom.
Quite simply put: ICBM warfare will ensure that only
the best and the brightest survive to provide the future
American gene pool.
Surely that can't be a frightening prospect?

Letters

Entertainment Group Criticized
Editor:
Yesterday a few of us attended President Reagan's
speech at the Kiva Auditorium. Prior to the President's
arrival, the UNM Collegiate Singers "entertained" ·Us
with their antics. Perhaps it was due to the acoustics,
or perhaps it was due to the fact that only the first few
rows of people were paying any attention to them, but
they were only barely audible from the back of the
auditorium. Thank goodness. Whoever the person is
in charge of this group, we can only say to liim/her
that they are sorely in need of a chOreographer and

DOONESBURY

some formal voice training, as well as a large dose of
professionalism. They were 1'out-of·sync" so badly
that it looked like a group of kindergartners flailing
their arms and legs. They couldn't even stand in a
straight line.
Surely the University of New Mexico should be able
to come up with a higher quality representation. Their
performance did a disservice to the music program at
UNM.
Teresa Harper-Rodriguez
Elizabeth Fucella

Who is La Llorona? What type of image do you dream up when yoq
think of the legend of La Llorona?
The legend of La Llorona, the "Wailing Woman," is as varied as it is
ancient.
Locally it is said that La Llorona is an old woman who wonders through
the woods of the bosque, crying for her baby who was drowned in the Rio
Grande. In the dark of the night she stalks the area with her fleshless bones
draped in white, searching for her child. The people live in fear of her
howling screams, knowing that she is out there waiting to carry away
anyone she encounters. She may lure them into the river with her cries,
then drown them or take them to some unknown place. But one thing .is for
sure, no one returns after encountering La Llorona.
Some say La Llorona drowned her child or children in a fit of rage.
Afterwards she felt deep sorrow and longed for their return. She could not
rest until she found them.
Others say that her child. was illegitimate and when the father found out
about it, he drowned it. This drove La Llorona crazy, leaving her to spend
all her life crying for her dead baby.
Passing from generation to generation, the events may be altered slightly
each time this sixteenth-century Mexican folktale is told. What remains the
same is the harmful old woman that moans the loss of her offspring.
It is said to have originated sometime during the early part of the
Spanish regime in Mexico City.
Luisa was a very beautiful peasant woman desired by many wealthy
men, but none of them would marry her. They offered her money and gifts
for her company, but being honorably raised by the Church, she was
outraged.
Eventually, the poverty was too cruel for Luisa to bear and she gave in to
one, Don Muno de Montes Claros, a man of good family name. He was
overwhelmed by Luisa's beauty and they set up a lovely home together,
without the blessing of the Church.

Tbe two were very happy together, spending. happy days and joyous
nights together.
.
As the years went by, babies arrived and the family was content. But not
forever after.
His parents were discontent with their son's living arrangements and
continually pressured him to end his relationship with Luisa, One day he
gave in to his parents and left L1,1isa to marry a woman more of his
standing,
Luisa was torn. Not believing he had forsaken his love for her. she went
to the wedding. Seeing the way he looked at his new bride, she'knew she
had lost him forever.
Some,thing came over her. Maybe her love turned into hate or she
became insane, but something caused her to commit a most horrible crime.
She looked at her sleeping children and took a long, pointed dagger and
st~bbed each of her small children in the heart. Immediately regretting her
cnme, she ran from the house, shrieking with terror. Soon after she was
executed,
(Another account says she threw her children into the canal surrounding
the city. Punishing herself for her sins, she !reacted through the streets
weeping and wailing).
After her execution, she was seen wearing all white with &white rebozo
aver her head, covering her face, wandering the streets late at night and
crying. When she would come upon someone she would ask the time. If be
would reply, he would lose his senses for a long time.
One time she came upon a night watchman and she asked him the time.
Instead of answering, he beg&n to make love to her. She did not re~ist, but
when the man insisted on looking at her face, she pulled away the rcbozo
and he found himself looking at her frightful skull. Death came to him
immediately.
Many claim to have seen her along the banks of the Rio Grande and in
the foothills of the Sandias. Many have heard her cries in the night, but
those who have met La Llorona have never returned to tell their story.

Mind Must Remain Open
Editor:
The mind contains everthlng. By selecting a certain career or type
of person we want to be, we automatically eliminate other
possibilities. A mercenary fighter is not a healer with the Red Cross.
A priest is not a panderer. A composer is not a hater of music. But
whatever we .choose to do or be, we still contain the elements of
everything we did not choose. A pacifist has visions of violence, A
celibate dreams of copulation. A musician loves silence. A dreamer
wants to awaken. When awake, we dream.
Since the mind contains all, to be truthful we must remain open to
everything. We run afoul when we try to block off certain areas. We
may think if we run all the whores out of town we will be done with
prostitution, or if all nations disarm, there will be an end to war.
No. Whoredom and the dogs or war exist in us, that is why they
manifest. We can not censor or expurgate our mind. The best we
can do is try and control the individual manifestations of anything
we deem evil or harmful. Contain them within the playground of the
mind, or express them artistically.
J. Speer

NOTE TO ASUNM CAMPAI.GNS
Due to space limitations, the Daily Lobo will not accept any letters
concerning an active candidate for the ASUNM election from March
7 until after the election. There will no exceptions.
·

DOONESBURY

The San Miguel Chumh stands amidst a proud history in Socorro, N.M. Fotmed'l
called the Socorro Mission, the chutch holds the memories of the mputed
Communion Rail, made of pum sllvet in 1626 b'l the Indians under the dimction of
the friars. The rail diseppBBred during the Pueblo Indian mlloltln 1680. The fNIStor
was to have made a map of tha whe!BBbouts of the m/J; hidden bv the friars

because of the revoh. Although many theories BXist to the tall's whereabouts,
neither the map not the pure silver Communion Rail has ever been found. The
Communion Rail h11s been documented by writings of the friars, but there are
those who doubt its existence. The friars had constructed the rail in order to hllve
rich11s like the churches in Mexico and Spain.

Reason Legends Exist Explained Thar's Gold in Tbem Hills
Some describe some sort of metaphysical occurrence
at . phenomenal spiritual happening while others
attempt to eXplain what cannot otherwise be
explained.

Rober/ Sanchez
Legend:
1 a: a story coming down from the past;
one populiltly regarded as historical although liOt
verifiable. (Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary,

"There are several good reasons for legends in New
Mexico,'' Cutter said. "There are various sources
because of the time New Mexico was occupied by
Europeans. They tend to reflect religious orientation
and folk culture.
''Many qf the legends were of interventions of
saints, the intervention of the supernatural. It is a
story that is so good it should have happened."
Cutter said that legends were more likely to occur
where there was no new input of stories and the people
were abandoned bY the officialdom (the viceroy) as
was the case in New Mexico.

I981).
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legend:
Yo!! can't explain it by documents or
rational logical explanations. II is a fact-/or . .some
people; it is a legend for other people. A legelld is an
iltlaglrtatio/1 of how things were. It's a good stor,v.
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(Donald Cutter, Professor of History at UNMJ,

,

Legends and legendary people spring up. from the
!:last. At least every .town has its own legend of some
sort. Many families have their own legends, Some
legends are even documented as historical fact.

,,.~~

Terri Jenkins
New Mexico has at least 400 years of records, both oral and
written. This means lots of legends, some historically inaccurate but
psychologically satisfying tales, and ghosts, gold mines and gunplay.
Probably the earliest New Mexico legends concern the first
Spanish explorers.
The incredible riches Cortez and Pizarro had reaped in conquering
Mexico and Peru convinced the King of Spain that yet more fortune
could be gaineq from the New World. More explorers were sent out
from Spa ill to find and subjugate the Seven Cities of Cibola.
On their part, the .Indians had legends pertaining to strangers.
Prophecies which were old even in 1530 had warned of bearded,
light·skinned men from the south. These men would conquer the

continued on page R4

continued on page R4
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CONCERTS

C)6r'11ranath11 4leauty Walen
TaE NEW MEXICo SYMPJIONY 0RCFIESTRA presents Nina
Beilin a March ),2-13 at 8; 15 p.m. at Popejoy Hall.
ENGLEBERT HUMPERDINI( - Tingley CoJisuem will
present Englebert Humperdink in concert Mar«h 15 at
8 p.m. Tickets are available thro\lgh Ticketmaster.
Ron STEWART- Rock 'n' roll legend Rod Stewart will be
in concert at Tingley Coliseum March 16 at 8 p.m.
Ticket prices are $12, and are available through
Ticketmaster.
CJIAMBER ORCHESTRA OF ALBUQUERQUE will hold a recital
at the Albuquerque Little Theater March 24 at 8:15
p.m. Call the Albuquerque Little Theater at 242-47.50
for further information.
CouNT BASI!l - The Count Basie concert originally
scheduled for March 9 at the Kiva auditorium has been
postponed to a later date. Tickets and information are
available through Ticketmaster.

15% Discount for UNM
Students with I.D.
• Expert Haircutting & Styling
• Curly Perms or Regular Perms for Guys & Gals
4607 Lomas NE • 266-1505
Open Tues.-Sat. 9-5 Walk-ins Welcome

ART SHOWS

FRIDAY
& Saturday'

7 & 9:15pm.
SUB

Theater
Students 1.50
others 2.00

r --------------------------\
-·
I
1
1. :i--c· ~-; DOS PRIMOS
· I

II ~ 1844 Lomas NE • 842-0059
..c.,.

I
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f ollnilv ~·n'iii!J NI.'U.' Mro,.,ifll ~imt• IIJJj
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! Stuffed Sopaipilla !
I
Plate
I
i
1.00 off
i
I
I

!
I

limit I per customer with coupon

Expires 3·15·82

non·lrdn>lerdbl~ ·no '""h value

1
1

1
1

At fhe Corner of Yale and Lomas

~-------------------------~
.
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GOLDEN INN
-presents·-

••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
:•
GATEMOUTH
:
•
••
BROWN
:
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Friday & Saturday
March 12th & 13th
-· 8:00 p.m. Tickets $4.00*
Coming March 19- Rusty Weir- Tickets

·.

~

"{)·

.1

$4.oo•

*Students % Price·

'

Show your ticket & Student lb at the
door and V. of the price will be
refunded. Tickets available at all
Giant Ticket Outlets. For more infb,
calf · 243-3208.

Golden, New Mexico

ALBUQUERQUE MusEUM - "New Mexico Solar Heating
- Yesterday is Tomorrow" is a passive solar energy
exhibit now being displayed at the Albuquerque
Museum. The presentation focuses on the past,
present and potential roles the sun plays in satisfying
energy needs. The exhibit can be seen on the maio mall
of the Albuquerque Museum until March 28. Hours
are Tuesdays through Sundays from IOa.m. to 5 p.m.
"Explore." &nd "New Town and the Railroad Boom
Years'' are continuous exhibitions at the museum. The
former is kinetic sculpture designed for children and
the latter, a historic exhibition of Albuquerque.
ALBUQUERQUE UNITED ARTISTS - "Metro Use '82
Exhibit" is the name of an exhibit sponsored by
Albuquerque Public Schools and AUA, It presents
works of priv~ie and public middle schools and high
schools. It is showing at the Downtown Center for the
Arts, 216 Central SW, now through March 6. Hours
are Tuesday through Saturday II a.m. to4 p.m.
"Craftworks IV," a juried, all-media crafts exhibition
open to all craftspeople in New Mexico, is scheduled
for May through June. All works must be submitted
by April 17 wit)) a fee of $7. For a prosepectus write:
Craftworks, P.O. Box 1808, Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87103, or phone 243-0531.
THE JONSON GALLERY -Opening March 12 and running
through April 5 will be ''Other Artist's Works" which
will feature some works by friends of Jonson, former
students and former te~cher, B.J.O. Nordfeldt.
Gallery hours are Tuesday through Sunday, I to 5
p.m.
MAXWELL MUSEUM OF ANTHROPOLOGY - "Paintings on
Pottery" by Ann and Carl Beam will be exhibited now
through May 2 at the museum.
"Fiestas of San Juan Nuevo" Ceremonial Art from
Michoacan, Mexico showing until September 1982.
Hours are Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.;
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.; Sunday, I to 5 p.m.
TEACHING GALLERY -"Undergraduate All-Media" Will
feature works by UNM art students and will be
curated by the art department faculty. The presention
will run from March 8 through March 25. The gallery
is located across from the department office, room
204, in the art building, 'rhe hours are from 8 a.m, to 5
p.m., Monday through Friday,
HOSHOUR GALLERY (417 2nd SW) "The Recent
Paintings of Bill Masterson" is presently featured.
Gallery hours are noon to 5 p.m. Tuesday through
Saturday.
MARIPOSA.GALLERY (113 Romero NW)- "Paintings and
claywork by Carolyn Barford and Pamela Messer" is
a new approach and an interesting reciprocation
between the two arts and is now showing at the gallery.
MERIDIAN GALLERY (220 Central Ave. SW) - ''The·
Meridian Group Show," a group show of works by
the Meridian members is running now through March
5, Works include painting, sculpture, and
photography.
"Works by Ed H&ddaway" -This one-mao show by
the meridian member will include painted steel
sculptures and is scheduled to open March 9. A
reception is set for March 14 from 3 to 6 p.m. Hours
are Tuesday through Saturday 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. artd
Sunday I to 4 p.m.
WILDiNE GALLERIES (903 Rio Grande NW) - The gallery
is presently featuring a winter group show. March 26
begins "Works by Frank McColloch."
UNM A.aT MUsEUM - In the upstairs gallery a show
entitled "Geometric Formalism In American Art" is
exhibited and will rlin now through March 28.
Downstairs, · selections from the George Bunzel
Collection along with Alfr.ed Jensen's "Pythagorean
Notebook" will be shown until March 21. Also
showing now through April4 is photography by Ellen
Carey, which will be on display in the north gallery,
WHEELWRlOilT MtlsEUM (in Santa Fe) - "Tales for the
Season," a storyteller of dolls, nativities and pottery
figurines by Helen Cordero (Cochiti Pueblo) is on
exhibit until April29.

Bus STOP - The comedy-drama by Pulitzer Prize winner
William Inge will be presented at the Barn Dinner
Theater in Cedar Crest now through April 4.
Wednesday through Saturday the Barn opens at 6
p.m. for cocktails, and 6:45 to 7:45p.m. for dinner.
Plays begin at 8:15 p.m. On Sund~ys, the cocktail
hour begins at 4 p.m., dinner is served from 4:30 to
5:30p.m. and the play begins at 6 p.m.
'To KILL A MocKINGBmiJ - This classic American play
comes to the Albuquerque Little Theater begining on
March 5, and will run through March 21. Showtimes
are 8 p.m. Tuesday through Thursday; Saturday at 6
and 9 p.m.; and Sunday afternoons at 2 p.m. Tickets
are $5.
THE MAN WHO CAME TO DINNER - This vintage
American play by Pulitzer Prize winners George S.
Kaufman and Moss Hart will be presented at Rodey
Theater March 5 and 6. For reservations call277-4402.
NUEVO MEXICO SI! - Music of New Mexican history
transl~ted into English is playing at the Tiffany
Playhouse March 12 through 26. Curtain times are 8
p.m. Friday and Saturday, and 3 p.m. on Sunday.
Ticket prices are $4; $3.50
for senior citizens,
children, and students; $3 a person for groups of 10 or
more.
THE PLAYBOY OF THE WESTERN WoRLD - John Synge's
classic Irish comedy is about a man and his courage to
confess to the "murder" of his father. The play opens
on March II and runs through March 28. Showtimes.
are Thursday through Saturday at 8 p.m. Sunday
m&tinee is 2:30p.m. Tickets are $4.
Sr. Pt~;TRICK's DAY BENEFIT- On Tuesday, March 16, a
special St. Patrick's Day benefit will be at the Vor(e)(
and will be sponsored by the Irish-American Society.
Everyone is welcome.
COMMON PREDATORS The world premiere by
Albuquerque playWright Jon Tuttle is scheduled at the
Alley Theatre Southwest from Match 19 through April
18. Curtain times are scheduled for 8:15 p.m.
Thursdays through Saturdays .and 2:30 • p.m.· on
Sundays. Tickets are priced ~t $4 with a discount for
senior citizens and students.

MIICADCl
Gilbert and Sullivan's musical will l!e
presented by the . Albuquerque Opera Theatre on
March 5 and 6 at 8:15 p.m. in Popejoy Hall. Tickets
range from $6.60 to $15.60 and are available through
Ticketmaster.

The ASUNM Film Committee will present the following
films this week in the SUB Union Theater:
Life of Brian- Monty Python's spoof of the Gospel is
sched\lled for Friday and Saturday ~t 7 and 9:15p.m.
Rosie the Riveter - Connie Field's film is about the
experience of women workers during World War 11

KUNM RADIO SCHEDULE

Raices- Latino music,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.

AcnviTms

Monday Night Drama,
10 p.m. to 11 p.m.

TALENT

SHOW

-

sponsored

by

SUB

Noontime

Eotert~inment, will continue its competition from

noon until I p.m. every Wednesday until April 21.
Prizes include a paid performance at UNM's Spring
Fiesta April 22-25. For more information call 2772328.
THE SUBWAY STATION- will hold dances on both Friday
and Saturday night from 9 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. Jams
Unlimited will provide the music, Admission is $2 for
students and $3 for the general public.
MINI-MARATHON The Albuquerque Park sand Recreation
Department will sponsor its second annual MiniMarathon on March 7 at 10 a.m. The 13-mile course
will follow the Pasco del Nordeste Recreation Trail,
which begins at Tucker Ave. on UNM's north campus.
Registration fee is $5 for each person, and prizes will
be awarded. For registration. information call 7667427, or drop by the Parks and Recreation office at
121 Tijeras NE,
INTERNATIONAL WoMAN's DAY BENEm- On March 7,
from 5:30 to 7:30p.m., Las Companeras will sponsor
a benefit dinner to celebrate International Women's
Day, The dinner Will be at Casa Armijo, 1021 Isleta
SW. Entertainment will be provided by folksinger Sue
Young and Teatro Claridad. Slides, films and speakers
will also be presented. Tickets are $4 for adults and $1
for children under 12. For more information call
265~2518.

Stotrr-O~RAMA -

"Footsteps of the Founder" Is the
theme of this annual Boy Scout action show which is
designed to provide an audience view ofhow Scouting
exists today. The show, which will be held on the New
Mexico State Fairgrounds' Horse arena on March 6,
between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m., will depict the many
vocations, avocations, and the skills that boys aquire

Stations on the AM dial:

KDAZ

610
730

KOB
KQEO

770
93)

KKIM
KDRM
KXKS

1000
1150
1190

KASQ

1350

KAMX
KZIA

1450
1500
1580

KAZV

Country music, news
Contemporary Christian music
Middle of the road; neWs
Oldies
Christian music and programs
Easy listening, middle of road
Beautiful music
Spanish Radio
Country music
(15Xl Top40
News, talk shows

(V. Pudovkin) 'Mother"
811d

L. Kuleshov)
uThe Extraordinary Adventures Of
Mr. West In The
Land Of The Bolsheviks"
Saturday March 6 7:30pm )
Woodward Hall147 $1 donation
March 27th filni canceled

~~~ ~0~~

94¢ -

Tuesday:

Home of Happy Feet- Folk-Bluegrass music,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Wednesday:

Homecookin'- Blues music
7 p.m. to 10"p.m.
'
Thursday:

The Light That Jazz Lit- Jazz music
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Friday:

'

Jazz Alive/,
7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Rock Quarry - Rock music,
9 p.m. to midnight
An Hour of Eating - New Wave music,
Midnightto 1 a .. m.
Saturday:
Hot Lix ~ Rock 'n' Roli Oldies,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Soul Set~ Soul music,
10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Sunday

Something Classic- Classical music,
11:30 a.m. to 5:30p.m.
Orient Express- International Folk music,
5:30p.m. to 7 p.m.
Singing Wire - Native American music,
7 p.m. to 9:30p.m.

~·Graiiii;;s
z~~elJ~
\iJ
CountJy Cooldn'

(with student ID)
4701 Central N.E •.e 285-2510
(acrooo from HlJaad 'lbealer)

10% Sluden& JM.count C....U no,. avallabieP I - come by for younl
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1<08
KWXL
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BoGART's (Montgomery Plaza) - This weekend features
Rosy Palmer starting at 9 p.m. upstairs, and Off the
Wall is scheduled for downstairs. Happy hour is
Monday through Friday from 4 to 8 p.m., with folk
music by Ron Torres.
CARAVAN EAST (7605 Central NE)- Back At the Ranch
begins playing at 5 p.m. for cocktail hour; Whiskey
River furnishes music at 8:30p.m. for dancing.
CHELSEA STREET PUB (Coronado Center) - The easy.
listening sounds of Cross Country will be featured this
weekend. Music, drink specials, and contests start at 9
p.m.
CownoY's (3301 Juan Tabo Blvd. NE)- This weekend it
is the country music sounds of Last Chance Band
starting at 9 p.m.
DANBI's (2900 Coors NW) - This week presents the
contemporary jazz sounds of Linda Cotton and
Streetlife. Music. begins at 8:30p.m.
FRIAR's NORTH (4410 Wyoming NE) -Sassy Jones plays
contemporary rock music for listening and dancing
starting at 9 p.m.
FRIAR's P~ (6825 Lomas NE) - The modern rock
sounds of Trouble begins at 8:30p.m. for dancing.
GIBRALTER'S (4800 San Mateo Blvd, NE) - Modern
rock, top 40 music by Soundstage will be featured
through the end of next week. Music starts at 9 p.m.
on both Friday and Saturday night.
GoLDEN INN (Golden, New Mexico, take state highway 14
toward the crest) - A completely country weekend is
schelduled at the Golden Inn, with music by the
Moonlight Ramblers Friday night and the Last Mile
Ramblers Saturday night. Sunday is the tenth Annual
Party for the Last Mile Ramblers and the Dave Ain't
Here Band.
Coming Marclt 12 artd 13 in concert is Gatemouth
Brown. Tickets will be$4.
GRAHAM CENTRAL STATION (3301 Juan Tabo NE) Friday night country music is featured and Saturday
Night it's disco. Sunday night Full Circle begins
country music for dancing. TwentY-five cent drinks
from 7 to 9 p;m. all week long.
Leon Russel - Progressive rock evolutionary Leon
Russel will be in concert at Graham central Station on
March 10. Tickets can be purchased in advance at the
cost of $6.50. Featured with Leon Russel will be
Albuquerque's own Shakers. Twenty-five cent drinks
will be available from 6 to 9 p.m.
HUNGRY BEAR (1200 Wyoming Blvd. NE) ~ This
weekend the top 40 music of Cross Winds fills the air.
Music starts at 9 p.m.
NED's (4200 Central SE)...,... Top 40, contemporary rock
music by The Wet Sox is scheduled fot this weekend.
Music starts at 9 p.m.
PALOMINO CLUB (2900. Coors Blvd. NW) - Riding
Shotgun will begin playing contemporary country
music at 8:30p.m. Happy hour is from S to 7p.m,
THE SYNDICATE (Form ely The Flim-Flam, 2225 Wyoming
NE) - Folk singer and guitarist Debbie Brown is
featured for dinner music from 7 to 10 p.m. on Friday;
on Saturday, from 7 to 10 p.m. easy-listening piano
music is provided as a complement to the dinner
atmosphere.

i

March 5th and 6th
Sierra

..................................
March special $1 ,50 cover charge
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30 Video Games to play
Across from UNM
N•xt to Don Panchos
247·4120

25cro off
Pant Parade
Basic Levi
St. Legs, Boot Cut, & Bells

1695

KKJV

KF.MG

88.3

Contemporary Christian music

89.1
90.1

Disco

94.0
96.3
99.0
100.0
108.0

I

members $2.00, non-members $4.00 Doors open 6:30pm

:

at the

R_ftri'ltlon 101· Is published Weekly by ~_he Nt1t Muko Dllb' _tobO as a
to ii~ daily J!UbUcation schtdlllt!. RtcrHIIon 101 and ifte New Mttlto
btlly Lobo are·oot-nnandally assodaied With the Unlver~hy or New Mexico.
Opinions e~epressed i_n 'Rftrtlilott 101 atc-lhcue o( the author solely. Nothfrig
ptilltCd In Aft'rHdon 101 necesmilytcJ'rCSe-nl!i thevftwS oftheUt~iYersltyllfN'ew

~uplcment

92.3
93.3

In the Tamarind Restaurant
First Plaza Galerla 242-2776
Fridays and Saturdays 8pm-2am

Sunday March 7th 7pm
The Simon and Bard Group

Stations on the FM dial:

I<L\'T
KANW
KUNM

CJll/

Cinnamon Roll with
medium Coke, coffee, or small juice

NIGHT ENTERTAINMENT

MoVIES

Monday:

KRKE

THEATER

through the scouting programs. Tickets may be
purchased in advance from members of the Boy
Scouts of America for $1.
THE UNM INTERNATIONAL .FOLK DANCE CLUI! meets
every Tuesday evening. The group will meet at the
north end of the second floor of the SUB, Advanced
dancers will meet from 6 to 7 p.m.; beginning to
intermedi&te dancers from 7 to 8:15p.m., with open
dancing from 8 to 10 p.m. for anyone interested.
Charge is 50 cents a person. Teaching is available for
beginners.
WAGON WHEELS SQUAREDANCE CL{!B meets· Thursdays
from 7 to 9 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom. There is a live
caller; refreshments are provided.
UNM BALLROOM DANCE Ci.ua meets every Friday night at
7:30 in !he SUB ballroom, Everyone is invited, The
club gives free mini-lessons at the start of each session.
There is a $1 charge for non-members, with semester
membership $5.
BROADWAY JAZZ CLUB meets Friday and Saturday at 8
p.m. at the Tamarind Restaurant in the Galeria. This
week entertainment will be provided by the Santa Febased group Sierra. The public is invited; membership
costs $30 annually.

interwoven with the· cult(Jre of that period. It is
icheduled for 8 p,m. Wednesday.
Loves of a Blonde and Intimate Lightning -The first
film of this douple feature was done by the directors of
Hair, Ragtime and Cutter's Way, Milos Forman and
Ivan Passer. The first film shows at 7 p.m. ~nd the
second~~ 9 p.m.
THE. Ar.IATEUR- Montgomery Plaza, Winrock !I
ANYSUNDAY PART II- Eastdale
ATLANTIC CITY - Coronado Four
BECKET- Don Pancho's (Sunday through Tuesday)
THE BORDER -Far North
CHARIOT~ OF FmE - Wyoming Mall
THE EARTHLING - Eastdale
EVIL UNDER THE SUN- Far North, Los Altos Twin
GoLD RUNNER- Coronado Four, Montgomery Plaza
GREASE- Don Pancho's (Friday and Saturday)
GREAT WHITE -Highland, Montgomery Plaza
MAKINO LoVE - Coronado Four
MoN ONCLE D'AMERIQUE- The Guild
ON GOLDEN PoND - Cinema East, Louisiana Blvd
PRIVATE LESSONS - Lobo, [..ouisi~na Blvd
RAIDERS OF THE Losr ARK -Cinema East
REALr.I OF THE SENSES - Don Pancho's (Wednesday
· through Thursday)
.
SHoot THE MooN- Coronado Four .
A STRANGER Is WATCHING- Winrock II
THE SWAMP THING- Far North, Wyoming Mall
TAPS - Louisiana Blvd
VICE SQUAD -Far North, Los Altos Twin
WEsTSIDE STORY- Don Pancho's (Friday and Saturd~y)
WoMAN IN THE DUNES - Don Pancho's (Friday and
Saturday)

Public Radio -Jazz Blues Folk
Country
Contemporary easy listening
(94 Rock} .Album oriented rock
Classical
Adult contemporary top 40
Beautiful music
Masli.appeal albUm. oriented rock

Mexh::o,

_

.
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__
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UNM Program To Train 12 Peruvian Educators

. BAR

-Legends-----------------continuf!d from page R-1

''The people saw divine intervention becal)se they
needed it there," Cutter .said. "Lots of carved saints
were thought to have miraculous powers."
Cutter said that religious medals are a bit more
theological, but that the basis is the same, For
example, he pointed out that a Saint Christopher's
medal was supposed to give protection to travelers.
"In recent times legends are associated with stories
which ring true whether they are true or not, Whether
it is true or not is just a minor problem, except for a
few historians who look into this business," Cutter
said. "The present generation of students is much
more likely to believe (a legend) than students 2~ years
ago.

''It may be a rejection of struggling established
values of societY, It could also be due to increased
interest in the occult," he said,
Cutter said that in present days, there is a
willingness to believe what cannot be touched by
calculators or slide rules. He said that society could be
too scienti fie, too well established, (oo practical.
"We want to be important as an individual," he
sllid.
He said that as an example, many families have their
own legends about family, members in a war. The
members are hardly.ever a private, he said.
He added, "You have to be careful when
Hollywood gets involved with legends."

Local Author Describes Legendary Work
Eddie Tafoya
Tony Hillerman, University of New Mexico
journalism professor and creative writing instructor,
has been publishing books since his master's thesis,
The Great Taos Bank Robbery and other
Recol/ecti011S, in 1966. His most recent work, Dark
Wind, is of the same genre which has previously
brought Hillcrman much acclaim - the merging of
the American mystery novel with the tribal rituals and
religious folklore of the Hopi and Navajo Indians.
"One of the reasons I write about the Indians is that
1 have a long-standing interest in value systems, and
the Indian values are quite a bit different from ours.
"Take for example the way we treat death,"
Hillcrman said. "Americans are very much death·
obsessed, while the Indians handle the idea in a very
different way."
Five of the six fiction books Hillcrman has written
arc murder mysteries among the Indian cultures. The
settings are richly textured with elaborate depictions of
Indian metaphysics and religious ceremonies.
''I've been talking and reading about the Indian

tribal rites and rituals for most of my life aQd what I'd
like to do is get people interested in some of the Indian
folklore without coming on like a heavy-hand
textbook," Hillerman sa.id.

Helen G11ussoin
OGELVIE'S
If you're in the mood for a nice quiet drink with close friends then
'
Ogelvie's is the place to go- but not on Monday nights.
Almost anytime you walk into Ogelvie's, 7100 Central SE, you'll meet
the cultured Dr. Jekyll, but if you decide to visit Monday's late night
happy hour, you can't avoid the hedonistic Mr. Hyde.

Decorated with $100,000 of antiques, with soft jazz music play<ng in the
background, Ogelvie's exudes relaxation and comfon. The manager, Tom
Hennessy, calls the at!Dosphere "kind of Victorian,"
Hennessy says the restaurant/bar attracts artists and the type of people
who appreciate tbe symphony.
Old friends gather under soft lights to discuss the latest in politics or the
most recent Richie Cole album. The laughter is reserved but intimately
friendly.
But Monday nights are another thing all together.
Fr.om 10 p.m. to 1:30 a.m., Hennessy says, "It's standing room only,"
Live music keeps the ball rolling as the patrons take advantage of the $1
well drinks and 75-cent beer.

Snack food is free and the specialty is a chili that "people go crazy
over," Hennessy says.
He advises customers to come by 10 p.m ..if they want to get in.
But that's Monday nights.
From Monday through Friday, Ogelvie's has a much more reserved
"The Navajos put no value on revenge," said happy hour that lasts from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Hillerman about his new book's protaganist, "So in
Although the happy hour is more sophisticated, the bargains are just as
order to solve this murder, my protaganist has to come good.
•up against a motive that he has considerable amount
Regular bar prices average between $1.50 and $1.75, H~nnessy says,
of trouble understanding. The Indians attribute
He says the bar does not have a specialty but does .offer a "coffee
sickness and compulsions toward adultery and
thievery, and even what we would call revenge, to a nudge," made of kahlua, creme de cocoa, brandy, coffee an'd whip cream
'
man's losing control over his mind and body .. When to ward off winter's chills.
this happens the 'dark wind' takes control, hence, the
The adjacent restaurant, specializing in steaks and seafood, is very good
title of the book.''
but
a little expensive for a student's budget. The atmosphere in the
Tony Hillerman was awarded the Edgar Allen Poe
award, which is given yearly and internationaly to the restaurant, like the bar, is cozy and intimate.
Ogelvic's is terrific for a relaxing drink .or a romantic dinner for two
best mysterY novel published in English, for his book
and, from all accounts, it's not too bad for having-a good time either.
Dance Hall of the Dead.

Dark Wind, which is soon to be released, concerns a
witch murder on a Navajo reservation during a
religious period and the protaganist's initial inability
to deal with the concept of revenge.

~Gold--------~

our training program," Justiz said.
''UNM is highly regarded .in Peru
and the awarding of this contract is
an indication ofthat," he said. ''It
also provides the University an
unusual opportunity to maintain
high visibility wi.th AID when other
programs are experiencing cuts in
'
federal funding."
Dr. Ron Blood of the UNM
educational administration
department said the arrival of the
Peruvians brings to 56 the number
of Latin American educators
studying full-time at UNM.
"We have 44 educators from
throughout Latin American
enrolled in our master's degree

program
in
education
"Each week we will hold a seminar
administration that is designed discussion to talk about their field
specifically for Latin Americans,'' experiences.''
Blood said.
Numerous multinational and
national
agencies are currently
"A total of 19 courses are being
offered this spring in Spanish fot. financing tuition and e,.:penses for
the 56 Latin Americans studying at
Latin Americans," he said.
UNM.
Justiz said the Peruvians will
In addition to AID, funding
receive extensive field experience in agencies include the Orgainzation
addition to their instruction in of American States, the Grand
planning
and
program Mariscal Ayacucho of Venezuela,
development,
curriculum
development, budget planning and Conacyt of Mexico and the
governments
of
Panama,
technology,
"The field experience will help
them integrate and adapt concepts
taught in the classroom to
educational reality," he said,

Illegal Immigration Could Decrease
Illegal immigration to the United
States may eventually be reduced by
improvements
in
Mexico's
agriculture, a University of New
Mexico professor said.
Dr. Roger D. Norton sees "good
reasons for guarded optimism
about the future of Mexican
agriculture," and he notes that
better living condiJions for
Mel(ico's rural poor probably
would reduce illegal immigration.
· About 4 million Mexicans, some
6.5 percent of the population,
suffer from malnutrition. The
nation's high population growth
rate means that agricultural
production will have to grow by at
least 3 percent a year to prevent
increases in malnutrition, Nonon
said. That growth rate was never
achieved in the 1970s, he said,
Norton is a professor of
economics at UNM.
A new government program
called the SAM •Sistema
Alimentario Mexicano - offers
hope, says Norton, a former World
Bank official who .bas served the
Mexican government as an advisor
on agricultural policy models.
"The SAM emphasizes crop
insurance, farm production credit
and guaranteed .(parity) prices," he

says. "It is a well designed and
conscientiously
implemented
program and with it the chances are
probably better than 50-50 that
Mexican agriculture can exceed the
minimum required growth rate of 3
percent a year.''
·
Norton's other reasons for
guarded optimi~m about Mexico's
food output include:

· Editor's Note; Quest for Fire is due
to open in Albuquerque short(v.
Robert Sanchez
QUEST FOR FIRE

Quest for Fire is a unique movie,
to say the least. Unique in several
ways. It is also a major risk for
both the producers of the movie
and the distributers,. Twentieth
CentUrY Fox.
The movie has already showed
major success though. When it was
first released in Pads, France,
several weeks ago, it came within
$20 a theater of matching the all
time box office record set by Star
Wars in that city.
The movie is unique in one way,
because not one word of English, or
any other language for that matter,
is spoken. The only comprehensible
pan is the introduction in the
a short, written
beginning narrative ~ explaining what the
movie will be about: a quest for
fire.
.Basically, the movie covers the
life of three warriors (Everett
Mcdilt, Ron Perlman and Nameer
el Kadi), who, after their tribe 'is
attacked by ncanderthals and their
fire is put out, must go in search of
the warming flame.
Even though ·this tribe (the U.lam
tribe) is more advanced than the
neanderthals that attacked them,
they still do not possess the
knowledge of creating the hot stuff.
So the three bravest warriors gn in
search of fire. ·
Unless one knows beforehand
what to expect, it is not until this
point that the viewer understands
what has been going on. The movie
is difficult to comprehend.

The trek has its humorous parts
for the three warriors, but it is also
ver)l realistic. Eventually the trio
meets up with a female from
another tribe (Rae Dawn Chong),
who . finally leads them to the
knowledge of advanced technology
as well as the knowledge of
emotions and philosophy,
The movie's major drawback is
its lack of ·words. The viewer, for
the most part, is able to understand
the action that is taking place. But
the viewer is likely to become bored
with listening to the constant grunts
and groans.
Granted, the language was
developed by Anthony Burgess, a
wizard with words and languages,
but the grunts and groans are too
close in comp1uison to distinguish
differences.
Another major drawback is the
realistic adventures. It seems that
aithough the explicit sex and violent
fights ate realistic, fascinating and
titilating to the viewer, the movie
might only draw neurotics who
enjoy seeing those kinds of 'hackem-up' movies •
Iil a discussion with the
producers and ihe director of the
film, the producers showed genuine
concern as to whether or not the
film would be successful in
America. The director, Jean-Jaques
Annaud had complete faith in the
film.
Annaud had due cause to have
faith. The research for the film
alone took three years, he said.
"My
first ·
duty
is
entertainment," Annaud said. "If
they (the public) retain images from
the film, I would be hal)py. I want
them to .think about themselves,
where they came from.''
"The violence will bother some

people," said Denis Heroux, one of
the producers. "It shows a good
deal about our past."
"The point of the film is
depicting man's awareness,"
Nameer said.
The point of the film was lost
throughout until the very last scene,
which leaves man staring into the
future now that he has a new
technology - fire.
The film has its good points - it
is intriguing to the human mind. If
anyone goes to a film for thought,
this is one to go io if the graphic
violence and a few unpolished
scenes Cf!n be tolerated,

A course on "Microprocessor
Background
for
Management
Personnel" will be offered March
15 to 17 by the University of New
Mexico department of ~,electrical
and computer engineering and the
Albuquerque Section of the
Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, Inc.
The three-day course, to be
conducted in UNM's Student
Union Building, will provide. a
description of the technological
history leading to microprocessors,
the basic principles of their
operation; the basic structures used
within them and the basic structure

registered a net export balance of
18.4 million pesos in 1979 for
agricultural, livestock and forestry
products, Norton says, and 1980
and 1981 were even better "boom
years.''
In Mexico, export crops generate
a( least three times as many jobs per
acre as crops produced for domestic
use.
"It is fair to say that, had Mexico
not developed these agricultural
exports, the pressure for illegal
migration to the United States
would have been significantly
greater than it has been," Norton
says.

- Its varied climate and terrain,
producing a variety of crops;
- A probable decline in the rural
population as more people move to
the cities, reducing competition for
favorable land and increasing perfarm earnings on the average;
Mexican
government
"From the United States'
investment, dating back to the viewpoint, increased trade with our
1940s, in irrigation systems and neighbor
helps
ease
the
small-scale
rural development immigration problem."
projects;
Norton is the author of several
-The countzy's strong competitive
position in major expon crops like articles on Mexican agriculture,
coffee, cotton, beef, fruit and including one that will appear soon
in the Southwestern Review of
vegetables.
Management and Economics,
Increased production of food
published at UNM.
grains, especially maize, is a major
He is also co-editor, with the
goal of the SAM, Norton says, and
the ultimate goal is self-sufficiency. deputy governor of the Bank of
Government incentives are Mexico, of a book on Mexican
designed to spur grain production agriculture which will be published
and reduce costly impons. Mexico by Johns Hopkins University Press.

of systems using microprocessors.
Programming techniques as
applied to microprocessors will also
be discussed and examples
provided. Commercial, business,
educational
and
personal
applications will also be covered as
will a prognosis of future trends
and advice ,on keeping current in
the field.

Sandia Laboratories.
Enrollment in the course is
limited. The $375 registration fee
includes
lunches,
refreshment
breaks and all necessary course
materials, including a copy of
Cooper's book, "Microprocessor
Background
for
Management
Personnel."

Registration forms can be
The course, geared for managers obtained through Dr. Martin
of technical personnel and others Bradshaw, director, Engineering
who want a broad survey of Continuing Education, UNM,
microprocessor information, will Albuquerque 87131. Interested
be taught by Dr. James Arlin persons may also register by calling
C9oper, a division supervisor at 277-4351.
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Guatemala, Honduras, Ecuador
and the Dominican Republic.
"UNM's reputation among Latin
American countries, particularly in
education, is at an all-time high,''
1ustiz said.
''Testimony to that is the fact
that they send us their eclucators
and. administrators for training,"
Justiz said. "At this point we're
finding it difficult to accept all the
applicants. We've rejected at least
40 percent of the applicants because
we can't handle that many,"

Airline To Give 1()() Free Tickets

Microprocessor Class To Be Offered

continued from page R-1

lndian lands and destroy their homes and culture.
l n time the prophecies proved to be true.
The Indians tried to re-take their country in the Pueblo Revolt of
1680, but the indomitable Spanish rebuilt their settlements. And they
still had ttot found the Seven Cities of Cibola.
July 1739 brought the first Europeans who survived the trek from
Missouri to enter Santa Fe. These Frenchmen found a Spanish city
built of wood and protected by only a small force of soldiers -and
no gold shoes or silver buttons. Once again, the land had failed to
furnish cities of gold.
But there was gold in New Mexico.
In the 1960s, a prospector supposedly found an old Spanish mine.
Rumored to have been worked in the 1760s, the prospector claimed
he had found mummified remains of Spanish soldiers, with their
armor and weapons. Bars of silver and gold were stacked in the cave.
A legend of an unfortunate French priest, Father LaRue, has also
lost nothing in the telling. The priest and Chihuahua farmers left
their drought-stricken farms and found a gold mine on Victoria
Peak sometime after 1797. When they began to work the mine,
Spanish officials demanded the mine be turned over to them. When
the French priest and his band refused, the Spanish o(ficials tortured
them. All of the little band died rather than reveal the exact location
of the mine. This story has never been substantiated, however, and
Victoria Peak is now a government military area.
The Wild West of movies and books began when gold fever struck
in earnest.
Southwest of Cimarron lies Dolores, site of the first attack of gold
fever in America. Folk legend says Mexican freighters were looking
for lost oxen, and after they had found them, one suddenly died.
When they investigated, they found the ox had a large gold nugget in
its stomach. It had swallowed the nugget while drinking at a small
stream. In 1901, geologists estimated $800million in gold remains at
the site. There is no water available to extract the gold from the
gravel.
Golden, N.M., had a very productive gold mine belonging to the
Romero family. Some of the biggest gold nuggets ever found in
North America (up to 12 pounds) were found at the site.
Mogollon, i,ry ~he southern part of the state, brought $19 million
worth of gold, silver and copper. The wealth began drawing people
like .Butch Cassidy and his Wild .Bunch, Clay Allison -reputed to
be a 'good' gunslinger, he only killed people who needed killit\gand Billy the Kid into the Territory.
So the legends and stories continue to be told. While the days of
·engraved invitations to hangings, or the Wild town of Lorna Parda
(called Little Sodom on the Mora), are no more, the tales still live
on. And prospectors do occasionally find some 'pay dirt,' if only in
the history books.

A six•month contract to train 12
Peruvian educators in planning,
evall!ation, administration and
educational technology has been
awarde<;l to the University of New
Mexico's Latin American Programs
in Education
The contract was awarded by the
U.S. Agency for International
Development and the Peruvian
government.
Program Director Dr. Manuel
Justiz said the $64,579 contract is
the first out-of-country training
project funded by AID-Peru since
1977. The I 977 project was also
awarded to LAPE.
"We're extremely pleased to
receive this group of Peruvians into
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Texas International Airlines
will give 100 free round-trip
tickets Sunday to people who
bring the airline a bus ticket and
"rip it up to show they are tired
of being ripped-off by high bus
fares," the airline's vice
president-marketing programs,
said.

Albuquerque International
Airport.
The tickets will be given to 100
people on a first-come, firstserved basis with only one ticket
per person, to those who bring
"any kind of bus ticket or
facsmilie of a ticket - intercity
or intracity, used or not used."
He said winners will receive a
Ron Woestemeyer said that
free
round-trip ticket from
the airline will give away 5000
tickets this Sunday in the 29 Albuquerque to one of the
cities:
cities it serves from coast-to- following
Baltimore/Washington,
Baton
coast.
Rouge, Hartford/Springfield,
In Albuquerque, the contest Jacksonville, Lafayette, Little
begins at II a.m. at the Texas Rock, tos Angeles, Milwaukee,
International ticket counter at or Salt Lake City.

Medical
Students
Full scholarships with stipends avail·
able. A limited number of scholarships
offering full paid tuition, books, fees,
and necessary equipment plus an
annual total stipend of $8000 available
from the U.S. Navy. Do you qualify?
For more information contact:
Navy Medical Programs
First National Bank Building
5301 Central NE
Albuquerque, NM 87108
or call (505) 766·3895 (collect)
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Arts
Albuquerquean Researches African..American Music Past
Ernest Montoy~
Saying he is doing the work that
graduate students should be doing,
an Albuquerque man has done
considerable research into the
history of African-American music.
"This work is what a college
graduate shoul<l be doing, but if
they won't then I will,'' said
Madison H, Carter, who currently
has a display of various artifacts
pertaining to African Americans
who are involved in one way or
another with music.
His display is in the front lobby
of the Federal Building, downtown
and will be on display until Sunday,
Carter, who uses the words
"African American" and "Negro~'
to describe his work instead of the
"infamous word B-L-A-C-K,''
stresses that African Americans not
only play jazz, but they are also
important in other aspects of music
as well.
"No ethnic group should be
restricted to any one field in music
and African Americans are no
exception,'' said Carter.
Carter's research has found that
African
Americans
have

.contributed to the music world in
many different forms, ranging
from playing instruments to
composing,
Carter said sometimes he
surprises himself in his findings.
One of his album jackets
featuring songs that were sung by
slaves has a picture of slaves
playing instruments, but Caner
points out its uniqueness.
"I've heard of Negroes playing
banjos, but I'll be damned if I ever
saw one play a flute before," said
Carter.
Another article that Carter has

illustrates a man who fixed and
made pianos,
Meanwhile Carter comes to
another of his pieces and points out
that African Americans can write
music too.
· Carter said he had three different
music teachers while in school, but
none of them ever told him that
there were any African American
composers.
''Jazz; that is all we are supposed
to do," said Carter. "There must
have been at least 25 African
American composers,'' he added.
Carter said people question what

he is doing, but he said someone investment is well in excess of
$50,000, but that it is really
must bring this information out.
He said he bas been collecting impossible to appraise.
Carter said he feels there is too
musical artifacts for about 13 years,
but still says he is about five years much controversy being done about
what African Americans should
behind in his work.
Carter, who is 65 years old, said research,
"There is just too much arguing
his interest in collecting material
being
done. I am not going to wait
began with an interest in Christmas
around for any organization to do
carols.
"When I came to New Mexico I this research,'' said Carter.
Carter concluded by saying that
decided I wasn't going to limit my
Christmas carols and that interest when he dies he would like at the
gradually expanded into what I least five people to continue his
work.
have done," said Carter.
Carter said his research
Where can I go if I want to apply
for financial aid? Student Financial
Aid Office, Mesa Vista Hall1140, x

Rodey Schedules Films for Festival
The Rodey Film Festival will
present three films Sunday at 7:30
p.m. in Rodey Theatre at the
University of New Mexico Fine
Arts Center.
Tire Bridge, directed by Joris
Ivens in 1928, is a filmic symphony
of the dynamic visual forms and
abstract, lyrical movements of a
railroad bridge in Rotterdam.
Tire River, directed by Pare

Lorentz in 1937, was produced
under
the
Farm Security
Administration with a musical
score composed by Virgil
Thomson. The film examines the
flood problems of the Mississippi
River basin.
Tire Cit.v, directed by Ralph
Steiner and Willard Van Dyke hi
1940, with music by Aaron
Copland and narration by Lewis

Mumford, explores four different
types of urban areas: the New
England town with its central plaza;
the
unplanned
industrial
community with its pollution
problems; the crowded metropolis;
and the decentralized suburban
community.
Admission is $2 for the general
public. Members of La Societe du
Cinema are admitted free.
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Chess dub meets every Thursday o.tJ p,m.ln room
2.53 of the SUB, Everybody is welcome.
'
SUB Galleria- Students: Exhibll your art work,
AliJTitdia acceptable, Submissions tnken in room 225
of the SUB ever)' Friday morning, 9 to II a.m. Call
277·2331 for Information.
SUB No1UJ,tlrue F.nter1alnmtnl - Student talent

auditions at noon. Bring your lunch. Dis:co in the
Subway Station today and Saturday with Jams
Unlimited, 9to 12:30 p.m.
Spurs .ls.ncceptlng applications through! March 10
in the Dean o( Students office, Mesa VIsta J J29.
Spun 4 a ~ophomorc scrvlc~ honorary 5odcl)',
Wom'" Sludfn and Womrn's Center wjll spon~or
a "Mother and Daughters'~ lecture by Mary Adams.
Trujillo March 10, -noon to I p.m. In the W<1men's
Ccmcr.
Spurs spedal mcding Satllrday al 7 p.m. fn tQom
253 of the SUB.

ROLLER
ACTION

roller derby at the Civic

25¢ BEER 6-7
Monday, March 8th
ticketa 4 & 6 dollar!l
$2 oft' with student I.D.
available at the door
or ticketmaater outleta

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE BID • MAT
GMAT • OAT· OCAT • PCAT
VAT • SAT • CPA • TOEFL
MSKP • NAT'L MEO 80S
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NOB "NPB I • NLE

~-+I.IUIPUIN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test PJeparat•on Sp~cialists
Since 1938

For inlotmat,on, Please Call:

265-2524

It's not too latel
EN~OLLNOW
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Basketball Teams
Post .Two Wins
One University of New Mexico
basketball team insured itself of a
winning record and the other took a
major step toward a break-even
season last night when the Lobo
men and women's teams posted
wins over Utah.
Both UNM squads broke open
tight games midway through the
second half to beat the visiting
Utes. Phil Smith scored 32 points
on II of 13 shooting from the field
to lead the men to a 85-71 win, and
Alison Foote hit 19 points to help
the women's team to a 73-6o
victory.
The preliminary game was
controlleq by the Lobos for most of
the game. The Lobo women, IS-12
pn the year with one game
remaining, held Utah scoreless for
4:35 in the first half to open a 10point lead.
The Utes cut the lead to one when
Mary Tebbs, who had 20 points, hit
a 14-foot jumper with 8:40 to play.
But Debbie Leeper and Yvonne
McKinnon asserted themselves
inside and UNM held lhe league
leaders scoreless for 3:15 down the
stretch when the Utes committed
four straight turnovers to open an
insurmountable 12 point lead.
"I've always said basketball is a
game of spurts," women's coach
Doug Hoselton said. "A game is
usually decided by who spurts the
longest and last: That's what
happened today."
Hoselton cited two keys to the
win. "We really did a job against
that big team on the boards,"
Hoselton said. "And we played
probably our best defensive game
of the year." The Lobos
outrebounded the taller Utes 43-38.
A similar pattern developed in
th~ nightcap. UNM jumped to a
seven·point lead before the Utes
made took a three-point lead just
before the half, But Smith fired in a
I 5-foot jumper and Don Brkovich
closed the first stanza with a slam
dunk off a steal by Smith to give
UNM a 38-37 halftime lead.
The Lobos never trailed in the
second half," and. stretched their
lead to 10 points when Gary Colson
went to a three guard offense with
Smith, Brad Evangelho and Bill
Harvey.
"I just relaxed and let the shots
come to me," Smith said. "1 didn't
force anything tbllight.''
"I couldn't believe he scored that
many points," men's coach Gary
Colson said. "The way he went
about it, I would have guessed
maybe 18 or so."
Smith, who was left off the allWAC team announced earlier this
week, said not being selected to the
conference squad had no bearing
on his performance. "1 think I've
shown people what I can do,"
Smith said. "I just got outvoted.
It's just one of those things," ,
Colson disagreed. "We had a
couple of talks during the week.
Phil was disappointed about not
making the WAC team," he said,
"1 told him his biggest sin was
penetrating and looking for the
shot rather than passing off. He
played his best game of the year by
doing unselfish things."
Colson's squad has a chance to
even their record at 14-14 with a
win against Brigham Young. The
Cougars defeated Texas-El Paso
45-43 Thursday night and are still
hoping for a National Invitational
tournament bid. "[ was hoping
UTEP would take a little steam out
of them tonight," Colson said.
"We can't match up with their huge
back line. We just want to go out
and outscore them."
Where can I go If i want
information on health and accident
insurance? UNM Student Health
Center, Studerlt Health Center x
3!36; t<:eystollli Life Insurance
Company, 2625 Pennsylvania NE,
8SH827.
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Get Started for Spring

on the right foot gear

at Super Values. Kids
Mens & Ladies, Use your
VISA. Master Charge or
American Express

Juan Tabo Stoia Now open Thurs. & Fri. til 8:30

PUMA
Sleek cat
Ladies
NIKE YANKEE
men's and women's

1/11-

Saucer· Ballball

>!BBIIS.1599
;;9~~~6~

MENSBRUIW
CANVAS

~!!~::

NOW

1799

MENS
1999 ~ NIKE PLAYER
~

BATA TOURNEY* 2499 tj
Regular 34.95
r,
• Slight Blem
"

1 699

PUMA FAST
Rider Mens

Tennis· Racquelball

NIKE MEADOW
Regular 28.95

$

Regular 32.50

~lj<9R~Ef!~~;r.
•

Regular 42.95

2399
2995

#•....,..,J" ~r;:HJI"""-"'!:Pt'Z!JI!'~ 7

II AMERICA
MITRE
3399
·w,~~wimReg.t4951999 ~ ~~~FRN:;~rar4s.oo 2499
coNvERsE NYLoN

999

I

MITRE Regul~r32.94
.·
NIKE VICT~~~9.951599•
MARAUDER
2499 .
Regurar26.99
Regurar 39•95
BROOKFIELDCOLT 1599
FOOT ACTION
.
~
· Rogutar27.5o
ASTRO J;~Uiar 29.,es 1-999 BROOKS LEA·T·HER . ·2.499
Regular36.50
_____""'!__
....______

~-;:~·;;.;:...~~~:...

.

/ ···
~~

. ~_ ...>i··~.
~=

.

Basebaii·Traak

LADIES N.IKE ALL C.OURT
or ETONIC FRED
PERRY

1

·

'

Regular24.95

VOUR CHOICE

CONVERSE DELUXE

1799

BASEBAL.L

SHOE~

AO~T~~TRACY

adidas QUEBEC

Regular 32.50

GREEN & WHITE TRACK
SHOES. SIZES B-11 only

reg. 32.50

GILF
Hiking·llllalking

3699

limited sizes

WAL·K.ER,·L.eathel'
Regular 49.95 2995··1 NIKE AIR LEISURE
95
'ROCKY BOOT
3299 ·
Regular64.95 3 9
.
Bock, Naw Rag. 49.95

ETONIC ASSORTED LEATHERS
Regular 50.00 to 60.00

Reg.3S.OO
NIKE RED SWEAT CLOTHING
TOPS & BOTTOMS, Zipper or regular
..
Umlted Supply YOUR CHOICE
ALL NIKE, KEYROLAN & VELOURS'

.

aaa

20°/o-30°/o OFF
ROYALTY

HEATHER .COLORS
ADULTS
&KIDS
NOW

WIGWAM SOCKS

Slight Brems
ROCKFORD TU~E 'i Wool & Cottons
Short and
Regular. lengths
SOCKS
4 PR. 699 H
Reg. 2.50 to 3.00
~

NOW

2PR$3

99
13
Reg. 24.95

MENS BUTCHART NICHOLLS . •
LADIES BROOKFIElD
1999
Reg.27,50!o32.50
·

NIKE LAVA DOME

Sacks

'

Black On~, Orig. 30.00

LADIES

ADIDAS CLOUD

1599

VALUESTO
32.00

1· 'U'IIII·.'0'

·wiNNING WAYS WARM OPS
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Classified Advertising
Deadline 12:00 noon for next day's edition.
Open 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. Mon. thru Fri.
In Marron Hi!ll Room 131 or by mail to
UNM Box 20, Alb. NM, 87131,
Rates: $.17 per wore! or $.11 per word per day
if ad is run five or more consecutive days,
Please run the following ad. under (circle one)
Personals, .Lost & Found, ServiCC$, Housing, For Sale, Employment, Trave~ Mbcellanf;Ous,
La.l'loticlas
Encl<»cd Pl..s< FindS

1. Personals
f'IN~~'iT st:u:Cl'ION OF unique and .tradiiional
gold wedding •ct>. ('harlte Romero Jewelers', 293·

69(ll.

5/l

Jl'lllCI(lliS JOSEI.:VN, A belated Happy
Thunk•gi•lng, Merry Christma<, Happy New Ycar,
Merry Valcminc< and Happy School Year. To the
Attractive Wrapper, Rapper, Zapper, Laughter in my
life-from JuridicaiJohn Doe.
3/5
ACCURATE
IN.FORMATION
ABOUT
contrnceptioot, steriUwlion, abortion. Right to
Choose. 294-0171.
tfn
PREGNANCY TES'nNG & COUNSt:LJNC. !'hone
247-9819.
tfn
CONTACTS.POLISHJNG, SOLU110NS Cucy
Optical Company on Lomu juat '11'11& or-w~;
tfn
Wt; 110"1' DISTRUI(,ITORS. Prescription ~ycglass
frames. (ircenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimlc~~. $$4,50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
~007 MenaulN.E., across from l.aBetles.
tfn
0!'111,\' $1,35. TWO farm-fresh eggs, two homemade
chemical free sausage panics, two slices of toast, free
grcon chill. Open 7 a.m. Morning OloTY Cafe. Corner
of Girard, Central and Monte Vista 268·7040.
tfn
$5 DU'I'S Bt~'iTTII' of the week, Oaily.l,.obo will pay
SS for tl1e best news tip we receive every week.
Sources can remain confidential, but Editor must
have your .name to pay winner. 277·S6S6, ask for
Newsroom.
·
ifn
.MCAT1 IIAT REVIEW in Physics, Blology,.Oeneral
.Chemistry, Organic, sponsored by Pre-Med Club
mcmbm 530.00. Nl>n·members S4S.OO. For more
information cali277·656S or come by SUB 24·0.
3/12
MONt:Y FOR NEXT fall, W~ can help, SoUthwest
Scholarship Service, P.O. Box 14805, Albuquerque,
New Mexico87191,
•
3/S
CIJEERLEADERISTUNTMAN TRYOUTSI Pick
up applications in Student Activities Center, Room
106, NM Union Building. Applications due March
)2, CllnlcstartsMarchll. TryoutsAprill and 2. Call
217-4706 for further Information.
3112
CIIINF..SF. BUFFET. CIIEAPl All you can eat.
Lunch S3.4S, Supper $4.l0, Sunday Brunch 53.45.
Jao-Jao's Place, 5000 Central Ave, SE.
tfn
JORDACIIE DRESSES: ONLl' 29.9S; Calvin Klein
jeans, SJS,OO; fashion jogging suits, Si9.9S; Indian
wrap skirts, $7.99; Indian cotton te)ps, $6.~: 100
percent silk kurta tops, $12.,99; Silk scarves, 56.99.
One dollar off any purchase with this ad at More than
Bag.•. 101 Cornell SE, across from UNM.
3/8
I.AST CHANCE TO sign up for Mazatlanl Ollly
$188! Bus to and from Nogales available. Call
Student Travel at 277-2336 or Dave at 881·1668. 3/S
PASSPORT PIJOTOS LOWEST prices! Pleasant
pi~tures! 123 Wellesley SE corner Silver. Please call
first. 265-132.3.
tfn

3115

3. Services.

COl'l'l.li-SISGU; WANTED private baUt, private
\lUll~. Greenhouse, garden, $125 single 5187.50
Gl!ll'Alt l,t:SSONS, INSTRU!\It:NTS, repairs and couple. Call eveJtings 843-6439.
3/11,
rentals. MARC'S Ouhar Center, 143 Harvard S.E,
26S-J31S.
tfn
JIO~tt: TYI'ING·EI>ITING service. Retired Englhh
prOfessor. Spelling, gram mer ~onfidentlality assured,
292·3431,
315 WE DOT DiSTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
TYI'ING IBM St:LECTRIC255·3337,
3/31 frames. Orcenwich VIllage (Lennon styles), gold,
TYPING • FAST • ACCURATE ·• Reasonable, rimless, $54.50 regular S6S.OO, Pay Le" Opticians,
tfn
CasseueTranscrlptlon, 247·2583.
3126 5007 Menual N,E. across from LaBelles.
TYPING·PHOf'ESSIONAL QUALITY pronto at 1981 KAWASAKI CSR 650 No miles, brand new,
3/S
Kinko/Pronto; TLC at no extra charge, We will edit, Mornings, evenings and weekends, 256·1823,
KIP, 2312 Central SE, across Central from Popejoy 12 VOI.T BATIERY. fully charged, J.C. Penny, no
llall,
tfn malnten~nce, $2(), 821-3291.
3/5
LANGUAGE TUTORING AND Instructions, TURNTABI,E. EXCELI.ENT CONDITION,
German, French, Spanish, 268,6232.
J/5 Walnut base, dust cover, fully automatic. s~o. 821•
3291.
3/S
,\•I TYPISTS·TERM papers, resumes 299·8970,
3/31 LEVI'S U:VI'S $11,50. Sasson Designer's, 519.99;
TYPING, 75CENTS PAGt;, 296-4998,
3/26 Foxy-Lady dresses, 15.99; spring .blouses, $4.99;
overalls, $13.99 and many more at equally low prices
PROH:."-SIONAL TYPING. REASONABLE. at California fashion Outlet. 2324 Central SE, corner
E~tensive secretarial experience, IBM Selectric Ill.
315
299-62l6 or 299-2676,
3/24 Central/Cornell. 266·6872.
68 GAS MISER. 35mgp, Renault R·IO. Looks good,
runs great I. New brakes and generator. 5800 or offer.
294·3059, 345-1780,
3/8
1981 SUZUKI 400GN Bellisslmat $1200. 266·7007,
persist.
3/8
Till: CITAIIEI.-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service everY 30 minutes, 1 bedroom 1980 TOYOTA TERCEL ·AIC, extended Syr
3/8.
or efficiency, from S220. All Utilities paid. Deluxe warranty, excelient, 277•2920, 848·5580.
1%9 FORD. EXCELLENT iransporlation needs
kiic~en with dishwashet and disposal, recreation
3/9
room, swimming pool; TV room and laundfY, Adult TLC. $350, S:30-7:00p.m. 266-4072,
couples, no pets, 1520 University NE. 243-2494. 1fn FOR SALE; 1974 VW Bug, verY well maintained.
3/9
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard 72,000 miles. Call293-2485, evenings.
N.E., SIBS/mo., all utilities paid, SiOO sccurily WEDDING GOWN, BRJI)AL Originals, Size 10.
deposit. Fully furnished-security locks arrd laundry S345, 821·3327.
3/9
facHilles. No cltildren or pets. Pleale call before 6:00 1964 VW SQUAREBACK S400. 265·1664 after
In the evening, 266-8392.
tfn 6:00pm.
3/10
t'U.RNISIIED/UN.'URNISHED APARTMENTS 1964 VW DUG. New .lime gold metalnake paint job.
neat UNM/T\11. Sl65/mo. plus electricity. CaU242.' Rebuilt engine, gOOd tires. First SSSO takes il~C<tll
91S8 or242·7081.
3/S 294-6304, ask for Ray.
3/10

5. ForSale

with coupon, today only
127 Harvard S.E.

L- __

J ~!._5..,2f~~r!!, _

I
I

_._ J

,.

~m.

VU

GAS RANGE UK£ new $150,00.298-0244.

3/11

6. Employment
APPUCATIO!'iS ARE; NOW being taken for
positi11ns at the Girl Scout summer Camp In the
J~mez. Mountains. Needed are: nurse, riding staff,
counsel11rs 1 handyman and kitclwn aides, Ca.ll 2439S8t for more information.
~/12
F:ARN $20-$30 RAISING funds for ACORN this
Saturday, Call247-9792 from 9:00-~:00.
3/5
TENNIS COORDINATOR PART·TIME• To teach
beginner, intermediates, some mornings and early
evenjqgs, Contact YMCA 292-2298,
3/5
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 year~ old . Apply In person, no phone calls please,
Savcway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516
Mcnaul NB.
3/12
WET T·SHIRT CONTF.ST, Grand Piize-·round·trip
a~-commodations to Las Vegas, Nevada and four lst
place pri~es of $100, All interested women (must be
over 21) should contactBetty at.J-864-2099 or Sherr!
at 865-6107 after 6!00pm !1,> reserve your spot. 3/10
LOOKING FOR Tf!REF: pesons to market
nutritional ancl skin care. products part time and
manage others call KatY 255-3378 or Arnold 8983279.
3/U

7. Travel

Daily Lobo Editor
Selection Dates Set
The UNM Student Publications Board is now st1eking applicants for 1982-83 Daily Lobo editor.
• Applications are now available in the Student
Publication Business Office, Mal't'on Hall, Room 131.
• Applications must be returned by 12 noon. Wednesday, Match 31 to the Student Publit·ations
Business Office, Marron HalL Room 131.
• The UNM Student Publications Board will meet to
interview the candidates noon Saturday. April 3,
place to be announced.
• The 1982-83 Editor will be selected Friday, April
9, time and place to be announced.
• The new Editot and staff will assume their ·positions Monday, April 19, 1982 with 12 issues of
public~tion remai~ifig. ~his semester.

and-

NEE[) Rll>E; SALT tAKE:
oack fofSprlng----Brenk. Share expenses. J<elley, 883·086~ eves.
3/4
STILL SOMEI SPACES lefll Spring break raft trip.
Oct some sun and. have some fun, !Jig llcnd National
Par~. All food tran~portation equipment from
Alt)uq. $275,00 .Bob 345-4032c 883-1459.
3/12
I)F;NTON, TEXAS RJI)E wanted there and back,
spring break. Bob, 843-6346, Z42-7122.
3/9

8. Miscellaneous
WOOl, PANTS, SHIRTS- Oenvine military hsue:
.Still available. Kaufman's. A real Army-Navy store.
504 Yale SE, 256-0000.
3/9
WOMF.N ATHLETF:S: TRY soccer! qty teams want
players. 265-1470, keep trYing.
3/9

9. Las N oticias
GAY/LESBIAN STUilENT Union, T11e, 2-9 7:30
p.m., SUB 250B.
3/9
FOR YOUR INFORMATION; The Crafts Area
(basement of SUB) has a Black and White darkroom,
Potters Wheel and Jewelry .Equipment for your use.
You can also requesl basic Instructions. Full time
Students are automatic members, Part·time and non·
students-$5.00 per semester for mor~ information,
call277-6544.
3/9
llESPERATE •TWO RIDES needed to Sout.hern
California during Spring break, Share driving and
expenses. Call277-5698.
3/8
WANTEn RIDt: TO Durango, Colorado, or general
vicinity on Marth 6, 7 or~. Will share gas expenses.
Call Owen at277-4713 or 884-364~.
3/5

PHOTO

oU.ve tree

FINISHING

&ook5h0p

Slides, Prints

4iis?
#I .

Rememb.er the "Good old Dnyl'"
when paperback books cost Sl
They $(ill do nt the Oliv~ Tre~ Bonks hop.
11 t5 Sun Pedro Nr: 250·3220 Op"n ~lnn·Snt to.r, 111

Discount Prices

UNM Photo

Cine/Service
9·4:30 • 1820 Las Lomas NE- 277·()729

Make the most of your good looks
with
BAUSCH & LOMB
soft contact lenses
Eyeglass wearers •• , talte your
eyes out of hiding. Feel confident
again. Let your natural beauty
shine through. You'll love the wuy
Bausch & Lomb soft contact lenses
give you a whole new look on life.
And they're water-drop soft and
comfortable, too! Call for your fit·
ting appointment today.
More people wear Bausch &
Lomb soft contact .lenses than all
other brands of soft contact lenses
combined!

CONTACT LENS FITTING FEES:
$210- Soft Spherical Contact LENS (Polymacon)*
$275- Soft 'foric Contact Lens for Astigmatism (Bulfilconl*
$350- Soft Extended Wear {Bulfilcon)*
*Complete Price Includes:
Visual Analysis • Glaucoma 'resting • Fitting and Dispensing of.
Contact Lens •.Initial Chemical Care Regime
• Patient Care and Follow-up Care of Contact Lens • Sales 'fax

......

~

DR. ROBERT H. QUICK
DR. DWIQHT THIBODEAUX,
Optometrists

1020-A Eubank NE • 298·2020 • open Tuesday· Saturday 9 • 5

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
land
4Mend
5 Crafty
5 Thoroughfare
8 Formal dance 6 Hawaiian
wreath
'12 Monster
13 Golf mound
7 Longs for
8 Chastise
14 Lamb's pen
name
9 Woe word
15 Strike
'10 Roster
16 Inlet
'11 Licks
'19 Three:
17 Grate
Prefix
18 Lawmaking
21 Away
bor:iy
24 Mournful
20 Bakes
25 Cobbler
22 Anger
26 Sick
23 Pecan, e.g.
24 Enthusiasm 28 Bitter vetch
29 Speck
27 Spirited
30 Observe
horses
34 Escorts
31 Belli
35 Female deer
32Fisheggs
36 Weirder ~
33 Mislead
37 Stick to
37 Pure
40 Wooden pail:
Dial.
4'1 Possessive
pronoun

ACROSS

--~~-~--------·

small soft drink 1.40

.liANG GUilF.R, Ht:I,ME;T, harness, for beginner
'$600 (used), Instruction include!), ~42-0145 after

4. Housing

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

I r~11r.~~~~~
1·
1 <.i1,r dl-c'lrf'--\ Special
I
1 two slices of cheese pizza & ~
1

l.OS'I~ WIIITE (;t;HMAN Shepard on 2·27·82 on
campus. Reward ~ali 883·8039.
311 I
Cl.AIM YOUR LOST po.sscssions at Campus Police:
8:00a.m.lo4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

...,aeon

EnJov Spring bre•k •kllng In
the Colorado Rockl••· Low
Rate•! C•ll Student Tr•v•l
Center, 277•233& or vl•lt the
office up•talr• In the SUB.

1
1

2. Lost & .Found

Covered

Ski Purgatory '82

,-...

IU:Y, -'FitOTCY "STRiKE Force"; wauna bowl for
n Miclielob light7 Bring )(our gang Roger-better let
Kirn keep score. There's 'n·o time t.o spare: See ya
Monday, SAE.
3/S
WOMEN ANil MEN Lobo ~occer team. Oood luck
with the c11ming sea•on.
3/S
POOKil-; 1'. HAPPY 201lt one more year. Love Your
l'alln N.Y.
3/S

St•ACIOUS BEqROOM, $130, 1600 Ridgecrest SE,
266-2974.
.
3/5
I·DF:J>ItOOM ~·oR RENT, :~nly $135/mo. Also I·
pedroom furnished $175/mo..lAvaila!Jle NQWIII3·
blocks from Uf;lM. Off-street parking, Inquire 266'
6872 (days), 292-5815 (nights),
3/5
t'OR RENT; ·EHICIENCY 1\partmenl, . $120; I
bedrootn, $150, Swimming Pool, beautiful view of
sol f c!lurse, Close to UNM and TV I. 131 ~ Wellesley
S.B. 256·7748,
3/31
HALF BI,OC~ VNM. deluxe on.e bedroom twin or
double $235 includes utililics. Var~ity House, 141
Cohanbia, 268-0525.
4/5
A1.TRACTIVE EFFICIF,NCY, $195/mo. near
UNM, BCMC; utilities paid, Qui~t neig~borhood, no
children/pets. 2S5-3265.
3/8
WANTt;D; CHRISTIAN. WOMEN to share NE
He)ghts home with same, non-smoker. $150/mo. Call
Chris, 298·6466.
3/8
M/t' RO()MMATE. WANU:Il to share large two·
bedmom, Dishwasher, washer, dryer, nice. $125.
266-4072, 5:30-?;00p.m.
3/9
SMART STU !lENT SPECIAL! Clean modern IDR,
$149: 2BR, $179, "Scholarships" available. 206
Mescalero NW, 255-2221, 345-4150,
3/24
{)NE DR FURNISHEil, utilities . paid $215.
Unfurnished, $170. 1218 Copper NE, 7900 Bell SE,
842-6170.
3/24
IIEI>ROOM, UVING ROOM, kitchen, private
entrance. Unfurnished. $190 a month, inclUding
utilities, Lease, $125 deposit. NO smoking, pets or
children. Washingt.on/Constitutlonarca, 265·1584.
3/10
near
ATTRACTIVE
ONE
BEilROOM
Candelaria!Carlisle. Clean, carpeted, fireplace
dishwasher, patio. Pets allowed. Lease flexible. $200:
pl~s utilities. 268-4488, 293·8777.
3/10
t'UU..-TIME UNM t:MPLOvt;E needs roommate to
share expenses. 3-bedroom house $175,()()/month.
Negotiable rent in exchange for home improvements.
865-6001 or 865-6879.
3/10
HOU!lt:MATt; WANTF:Il. PREt'ER female
nonsmoker. I mile from campus, prlva:e bath/master
bedroom. Completely furnished, quiet, safe
neighborhood, $150 plus utilities, Evenings; 268·
1931. After II p.m.: 841·1111. Bill,
3/10
A IILOCJ< TO UNM. Furnished one bedroom With
•wimmlng pool, dishwasher, disposal, refrigerated
nlr, plus cable TV. No childrcu or pets, $240 includes
utilities, 208·9 ColumbiaSE. Caii2S5-2685.
3/1 t
UNM AREA ()Nt; bedroom SI8S,OO. per month
utilities furnished, no pets. Call 293·1070 after S:OO
p.m.
3/12
SIIARt; WITII COUI'l.E larlle 2·bdrm, fireplace,
garage, garden,laundry facilities. Pel ok. Nice
nbhaod neurUNM. 242-3622.
3112
IIOllSt:MATE, NONSMOKElt. IIRIGIIT,
spacious, $135 plus utilities. 292·10ao.
3/1:!
CNM Al'T•. S?J per month. Hable espanol, 247-9207.

1 Wild hog

42Sire

45 Harbinger
49 Century plant
50 Frozen water
52 Mental image
53 Prophet •
54 Lug .

55 Escape valve
. 56 Girl's nickname
57 Grain
58 Grafted: Her. aldry
DOWN
1 Foreman
2 Eye
3 Island off Ire-

Answer to Thursday's Puzzle

38 Tint
39Come·
42 Swift
43 Toward shel·
ter

44 Pedal digits
46 Arabian port •
471mparted
48 Appointment
51 Island

